The XX Factor: The Art
of Designing Your Career
June 27 at Genentech— register at
www.oregonbio.org/event-class/
oregon-bio-women-2019/
Keynote:

Weaving your Talents,
Purpose and Goals into the
Tapestry of Your Career

Emcee:
Liisa Bozinovic,
Executive Director at
Oregon Bioscience
Association

Dorota Shortell, CEO at
Simplexity Product
Development
Jane Boutwell (left)

Kate Winchester (left)

Founder, Well Said Consulting

Head of Operational Excellence,
Genentech

Communications: Do you know key
nonverbal tips for powerful and
engaging communication? Whether
you are talking with your peers,
upper management or simply trying
to be heard in a meeting, you will
walk away with powerful nonverbal
awareness and tips for effective
and engaging communication.

Leadership: Shifting the traditional
leadership mindset - how to use powerful servant leadership style to unleash the full potential of individuals
on your team and to empower those
around you. At this station participants will learn and practice key concepts to truly listen, increase awareness, dream big, provide support and
build capabilities in others.

Ann Demaree (left)
Vice President of Business Development, Cardiac Insight

Professional Development: Get your PD on! This session will
provide an interactive discover me/discover you discussion
about how we can each work to develop our professional
selves, with opportunity to do a self-audit on our career
goals and priorities. Attendees will develop a short, personal
“professional development plan,” as a key takeaway.
Jackie Wirz, Asst Dean, OHSU (above left)
and Stephanie Arnheim (above right),
Business Consultant, Stephanie Connects
Networking: Learning to Love it! Become
comfortable and confident in your own skin
as you grow your connections. At this station,
participants will learn key tips and tricks to
give them the networking skills necessary to
conquer social environments. From preevent prep to in-the-moment tools, from
opening Hello to best practices for follow up,
we’ll give you the confidence to make the
most of your evening.

Michaele Armstrong, Manager of
Member Services, Oregon Bio
(left) and Emily Stump, Sr.
Quality Engineer, Genentech (right)
Mentoring: Mentor match up! This session will
explore the positive impact that mentorship can have
on your career trajectory. Best practices for establishing and maintaining mentoring relationships for
both mentors and mentees will be discussed. Participants should have a desire to either be a mentor or
find a mentor.

